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the studio

HELLO! We are Imagery!  Our studio is based in the North West of England. We are a 
team of creative individuals, proud to provide leading Archviz, Interior Design and Space 
Planning services to architects & designers, housing developers, furniture manufacturers and 
marketing agencies. We deliver our services across the United Kingdom and around the 
world.
At “Imagery” we are passionate about design. We listen to your requirements and we 
create spaces beyond your expectations. Our creative team follows the latest trends in 
interior design, while using industry leading technology, we are capable in offering world 
class Architectural Visulisations and interior Design solutions. We are dedicated to ensuring 
that each project, either big or small, is delivered seamlessly, meeting your deadline and 
budgetary requirements. 
Our in-house team of designers and artists, paired with a network of selected freelancers, 
allows us to be flexible and extremely responsive to your requirements, provide design services 
in competitive pricing, yet keeping our design quality standards at the top of the industry.

At “Imagery” we are passionate about design. We listen to your requirements and we create spaces 
beyond your expectations. Our creative team follows the latest trends in interior design, while using 
industry leading technology, we are capable in offering world class CGI and interior design solutions. 
We are dedicated to ensuring that each project, either big or small, is delivered seamlessly, meeting 
your deadline and budgetary requirements. 
Our in-house team of designers and artists, paired with a network of selected freelancers, allows us 
to be flexible and extremely responsive to your requirements, provide design services in competitive 
pricing, yet keeping our design quality standards at the top of the industry.

Imagine it... we create it!



- Realistic 3D architectural visualisations & product modeling

- Integrated interior design solutions

- Space planning

services



3d interior
visualizations

CGI is an exciting yet important tool 
that helps in communicating creativity 
and concepts. Our mission is to make 
sure that everything will be the way you 
envisioned it and make the most out of it 
for you, your team or your clients.
Our 3D artists can deliver visuals of 
extreme quality, detail and realism 
giving you the opportunity to visualize 
your space before it’s created.



With multiple years of experience and a solid 
architectural background, we are capable of reading 
and understanding architectural building drawings. This 
minimises errors in the modeling process and allows as to 
build highly detailed and accurate architectural models. 
Our  advanced technical expertise paired with our 
passion for creativity, give us the opportunity to create 
visuals that simply stand out.

3d exterior
visualizations



Our artists can deliver high detail product modeling 
and rendering in a virtual studio environment. 3d 
Models of objects can be built from provided photos, 
drawings or explainatory sketches.

product modeling & 
studio renders





Imagery Creative Studios bring visual communication 
to a new exciting level. Stereoscopic 3D 360 renderings 
of interior spaces, give an immersive VR experience 
and bring our interior solutions in life before your eyes. 
You should see it to beleive it!

virtual reality



interior design

Our holistic approach to Interior Design allows us to 
create inspiring interiors, both beautiful and functional 
in equal measure. Our in-house team of interior 
designers and space planners can deliver outstanding 
design services, from creating initial concepts to 2D 
plans, 3D CAD modelling and mood boards for a wide 
range of projects including in commercial, residential 
and hospitality sector. Drawing from our extensive 
Interior Design experience, we create schemes that 
are exciting, unique, contemporary and sublime.



Inspiring moodboards, fabrics & colour scheme 
boards, digital or made with physical materials. 
A creative and effective presentation tool that 
conveys the look and feel of a design concept.

moodboards

creative sketching

Go Creative! 
Hand sketching is an alternative 
approach when a project demands 
a more creative touch. With a wide 
range of artistic media such as pencils, 
coloured pencils, watercolours, acrylics 
etc, we can deliver traditional yet 
digitally mastered hand drawn sketches. 
Drawings are created using advanced 
digital sketching equipment, giving the 
flexibility to easily import sketches into 
presentations.



Our planning team consists of industry 
professionals with vast experience in 
designing and creating functional yet 
aesthetically expceptional spaces. With  
an extensive inventory of projects we can 
offer space planning solutions and CAD/
BIM support to professionals for spaces 
ranging from small offices to large scale 
workspaces, education, hospitality or 
residential.
Layouts are created using the latest version 
of AutoCAD & Revit software to make sure 
we are fully compatible with your design 
workflow. 
3D photorealistic / graphic space plans are 
also available depending on your project 
requirements.

space planning



Our primary goal is to support and fulfil your design requirements in the best 
possible way. We re comitted to deliver first class design solutions, 3D visuals 
of stunnung quality and implement our design expertise to every single design 
enquiry. 

No job is a small job and every project is equally important to us. Our team 
follows a seamless workflow throughout the design process and makes sure 
all the key elements are communicated with you in every single stage of the 
project. In this way we achieve to create quality visuals and design solutions 
to suit your needs.  

our mission & commitment

Imagine it... we create it!

Imagery Creative Studios Ltd | Kilbuck Lane, Haydock Cross - WA119UX | contact@imagerystudios.co.uk
www.imagerystudios.co.uk

connect and follow us at:
@imagerycreativestudios


